As computer networks rapidly increase in size and speed, Internet-distributed systems such as P2P, volunteer computing, and Grid systems are increasingly common. A precise and accurate characterization of Internet resources is important for the design and evaluation of such Internet-distributed systems, yet our picture of the Internet landscape is not perfectly clear. To improve this picture, we measure and characterize the time dynamics of availability in a large-scale Internetdistributed system with over 110,000 hosts. Our characterization focuses on identifying patterns of correlated availability. We determine scalable and accurate clustering techniques and distance metrics for automatically detecting significant availability patterns. By means of clustering, we identify groups of resources with correlated availability that exhibit similar time effects. Then we show how these correlated clusters of resources can be used to improve resource management for parallel applications in the context of volunteer computing.
Introduction
In the past decade, the Internet has grown rapidly in terms of size and bandwidth. This has enabled a new generation of distributed systems spread across the Internet. P2P systems have exploited the Internet for content distribution. Volunteer computing has exploited the free resources in Internet environments for large-scale computation and storage of scientific applications. Computational Grids are beginning to exploit Internet resources as well [12] .
Despite their widespread usage over the Internet, our picture of the Internet landscape is not perfectly clear. Little is known about the time dynamics availability across Internet resources, especially those across residential broadband networks.
This characterization is critical for the effective design and evaluation of Internet-distributed systems.
For example, with P2P systems, availability clearly affects the performance of routing and location algorithms. Another example is volunteer computing systems. The time dynamics of availability have strong implications for many aspects of fault-tolerance (such as checkpointing) and resource management (such as scheduling).
The goal of this study is to measure, observe, and characterize availability, in particular CPU availability, in Internet-distributed systems. Specifically, we provide novel answers to the following questions:
• How do we precisely measure the time dynamics of CPU availability across hundreds of thousands of home desktops?
• How do we scalably and accurately detect patterns of availability among these resources with emphasis on correlated behaviour? Some resources may have unrepetitive and sporadic availability, while others may exhibit repeated patterns. We seek to identify automated methods for separating signals from the noise that scale to hundreds and thousands of resources. We focus on detecting correlated availability as it is an important aspect of characterization exploitable by many Internet distributed systems.
• How can we apply knowledge of these availability patterns for improving resource management of parallel applications and what are the quantitative benefits? For example, knowledge of negatively correlated resources may be valuable for resource management heuristics that must place replicated data or tasks. Identification of positively correlated resources may help enable the execution of complex volunteer computing applications with dependencies, or inter-process communication.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we describe our measurement method. In Section 3, we present a general characterization of these measurements to gain a basic understanding of the time ef- (Hereafter, we use the term availability synonymously with CPU availability.) In Section 4, we delve deeper and investigate patterns of availability. In Section 5, we describe our method and results for detecting patterns using an automated clustering approach. Finally, in Section 6, we apply the discovered patterns for resource management in the context of volunteer computing.
Measurement Method
Our approach for gathering measurement data at a large-scale was to use the Berkeley Open Infrastructure for Network Computing (BOINC) [2] . BOINC is a middleware for volunteer computing. The BOINC client currently runs across over 1 million resources over the Internet.
We instrumented the BOINC client to record the start and stop times of CPU availability (independently of which application the BOINC local client scheduler chooses to run). We term an availability interval as a period of uninterrupted availability delineated by a CPU start and the next CPU stop as recorded by the BOINC client. The BOINC client would start or stop an interval depending on whether the machine was idle 1 . In this way, we can capture the temporal structure of CPU availability. This modified BOINC client was then distributed among 112,268 hosts. After a collection period of about seven months between April 1, 2007 and February 12, 1 The definition of idle is defined by the preferences of the BOINC client set by the user. We assume that the CPU is either 100% available or 0%. Our results in [15] , and experience in [17] have shown this to be a good approximation of availability on real platforms.
2008, the log files of these hosts were collected at the BOINC server for SETI@home [19] . In total, the logs traced 16,293 years of CPU availability. About 81% are at home, 17% are at work, and 2% are at school.
Characterization
In this section, we present a general characterization to quantify the variation in availability among resources. Figure 1 (a) reflects the temporal structure of availability in term of interval lengths. It shows the distribution of the mean interval length of uninterrupted availability calculated per host in terms of a complementary cumulative distribution function (cCDF). The point (x, y) in Figure 1 (a) means that y fraction of the clients have mean CPU interval lengths greater than x hours.
The mean and median interval lengths are 20 hours and 8 hours respectively. The mean availability lengths are about 5.25 times greater than in enterprise environments [15] . About 60% of the mean interval lengths are less than 24 hours, indicating the need for faulttolerance for long-running applications. Figure 1 (b) reflects the volatility of the resources in terms of the fraction of time they are available. It shows the fraction of time the CPU is available in terms of a cCDF. The point (x, y) in Figure 1 (b) means that y fraction of the clients are available more than x of the time.
We observe moderate skew. More than 40% of the hosts are available 80% or more of the time. The remaining 60% of hosts have almost a uniform distribution over [0,0.80), making it trivial to model using a least-squares fit. The mean and median fraction of time available are 62% and 67% respectively. The mean is about 1.3 times lower than that observed in enterprise desktop grids [15] . The standard deviation at 32% is quite high, and is about 50% of the mean. We conclude that residential machines are powered-on for less time (by a factor of 1.3) than those in enterprise environments, but when powered-on, residential machines are more idle (by a factor of 5.25 on average).
Moreover, we wanted to see if there were groups of resources with similar availability and CPU speeds. Figure 2 shows the distribution of hosts binned by speed in terms of maximum floating point operations per second (FPOPS, as determined by the BOINC client) and fraction of time the host's CPU was available.
Figure 2. Distribution of host speeds versus CPU availability
We see that nearly 10,000 hosts of speed 2 × 10 9 FPOPS (∼ 2GHz) are 90-100% available. Another grouping appears near the bar at (2 × 10 9 ,0.3), and shows that about 2,500 hosts of speed 2 × 10 9 have CPU's available 30% of the time.
The data shown in Figure 2 also addresses the relation between resource availability and its CPU speed in FPOPS. We see a whole range of CPU speeds in the 90-100% bin, peaking in the middle. Thus, there is appears to be little correlation between CPU availability and host speed.
Still, it is unclear whether whether availability patterns exist either for a single host over time or across multiple hosts. We look into issue of time effects in the next section.
Patterns of Availability

Time zones
In this section, we examine hour-in-day and day-ofweek time dynamics. Our approach is to determine how the fraction of availability varies each hour in the day, or day of the week. As these patterns may be dependent on the local time in each time zone, we consider all the hosts as a whole where the local time is adjusted for time zones, and we consider the hosts only in specific time zones.
In Figure 3 (a), we create eight 3-hour slots per day, and determine the total CPU time in each slot over all days and over all hosts. We then normalized this total by the maximum total over all days. In Figure 3 (b), we did the same except determined the totals over seven 1-day periods within the week.
We show a plot in Figure 3 for all hosts (after adjusting for time zones), a plot for hosts only in time zone 3600 (corresponding to France, Italy, Belgium, Germany, Spain), and hosts only in time zone -18000 (corresponding to the Eastern United States and Canada, Brazil). These time zones were the top two in terms of the number of hosts.
Focusing on the plot for all hosts, we do not observe extreme patterns. For the hour-in-day graph, we see sightly lower availability between 9AM and 9PM. For the day-in-week graphs, we observe little changes throughout the week.
We believed that focusing on smaller groups of hosts by time zone might make patterns more pronounced. So we also observe time effects for each time zone separately, showing the top two in Figures 3(a) and 3(b) for visibility. Potentially, cultural differences among countries in different time zones affect CPU availability.
In time zone 3600 (France, Italy, Belgium, Germany, Spain), hourly fluctuations are more pronounced. We find that between 9PM and 6AM, CPU availability is about 20% less compared to the maximum. By contrast, in time zone -18000 (Eastern United States and Canada, Brazil), CPU time is slightly lower between 9AM and 6PM. One potential explanation is that Europeans tend to turn off machines at night when not in use, where as in other countries such as the US, machines are left on continuously. Still, significant dayin-week time effects are not observed.
Certain time effects could be hidden in Figure 3 because we take the totals over each host grouping. For example, if a large fraction of the hosts are available 100% and contribute most of the compute power, then many patterns could be hidden.
To investigate this issue, we show in Figure 4 (a) the fraction of compute power (CPU time multiplied by 
FPOPS per host)
2 ) contributed by hosts according to their availability levels. The data point (x, y) means that the hosts with CPU availability of x or less contributed y of the total compute power. The plot corresponding to Uniform is used as a reference.
We find significant skew. Hosts that are available 90% or more contribute 40% of the total CPU time. Nevertheless, hosts with lesser availability contribute significantly. For example, hosts with intermediate availability between 55% and 90% contribute about 40% of the platform's CPU time. Hosts available 55% of the time or less contribute only 20%.
Also we find that dedicated hosts with 100% availability contribute less than 5% of the compute power. So one cannot assume that dedicated resources provide the majority of the power in the system. Figure 4 (b) shows the same distributions but for each time zone. We observe as much as a 20% difference among the distributions per time zone. For example, hosts in time zone 3600 (Europe) with availability of 60% or less contribute 20% more than hosts in time zone -21600 (US). So more work is done by more available hosts in time zone -21600 compared to hosts in time zone 3600.
Given the significant skew observed, we separated hosts by their availability levels (e.g. 0-10%, 10-20%), and plotted time effects per availability level (to separate hosts that are 100% available for example). The purpose was to to discover more time patterns, espe-cially day-in-week patterns. However, this did not reveal any new patterns.
Nevertheless, we believe that significant patterns exist. So we consider more automated and sensitive methods for detecting such patterns in the next section.
Detecting Patterns: A Clustering Approach
Previously, we sought to discover time effects but found few patterns from visualization using simple plots. This was due to the fact that various aspects of the temporal structure of availability intervals could be hidden. For example, when plotting aggregate CPU time per day, negatively correlated patterns of CPU availability could be masked. Our goal is to detect patterns of availability using the following approach that does host-to-host comparisons to construct clusters of resources with similar patterns.
Our approach is to use the k-means algorithm [10] for clustering resources by their availability traces. Kmeans is a standard clustering algorithm that partitions a data set into k clusters. It does so by iteratively choosing k cluster centers (called centroids), calculating the distance of each point in the data set from the k cluster centers, and then grouping the points into each cluster accordingly.
There are several challenges in using such an algorithm. First, we must decide on a representation of the data (in particular the number of dimensions of each point) that allows for scalable but accurate clustering of thousands of data points. Second, we must decide on an appropriate distance metric for the data that is sensitive enough to partition the data correctly. Third, we must determine what value of k to supply to the k-means algorithm. That is, we must determine the number of clusters of the data that accurately partitions it. We discuss our main approach for each challenge below, and summarize the alternatives that we considered because of space limitations.
To represent each host trace, we determined the average availability at each hour in the week. This resulted in a 24 × 7 vector for each host. For each 24 × 7 vector, we rounded the average availability per hour up to 1 if the value was greater than or equal to 0.75. Otherwise, we it rounded down to 0. By setting the threshold high, we focus only on patterns that are repetitive over a relatively long term.
Other representations we considered included a vector that took into account clock rates. However, this was problematic as relatively slow hosts would be grouped with unavailable hosts. Thus we consider clock rates in a separate step (see Section 6) .
To determine the similarity of one host trace relative to another, we used a Hamming distance metric. Given two binary vectors, this metric measures the fraction of unequal values (zeros or ones) in each dimension. Other distance metrics we considered include Euclidean distance. However, we found that Euclidean distance in the context of binary data is not as sensitive as the Hamming distance metric.
To determine the ideal number of clusters, we ran the k-means clustering algorithm for k equal to 30, 20, 10, 5, 4, and 3. We then carefully inspected the quality of each cluster visually by plotting the centroids, and quantitatively by measuring the inter-and intra-vector distances from the centroid. We also evaluate the utility of the clusters for resource management later in Section 6.
We formed clusters over all hosts, and also hosts in each time zone. Because of space limitations, we only show the clusters over all hosts. Each execution of the k-means algorithm, which was implemented using an interpreted language (Matlab), took less than five minutes on a 1.6GHz Intel Xeon with 4GB of RAM. Figure 5 plots the centroid of each cluster, multiplied by the number of hosts in each cluster. The Y-value (in log scale) is essentially the number of hosts available in that hour. Note that when availability is 0 the corresponding value in the graph is not plotted to make things more visible 3 . We observe that distinct periodic (negatively correlated) patterns exist, often appearing about 12 hours at a time.
We found the cluster to be best formed for k = 5. Table 1 gives the number of hosts per cluster for k = 5, the average intra-cluster distance from the centroid, and average availability of the cluster centroid. Table 2 gives the mean, maximum, and minimum pairwise distance among the five centroids. We find that on average the inter-cluster distance is about twice that of the intra-cluster distance.
The top two clusters in size and quality, namely cl high av and cl low av, are the groups with 100% and 0% availability respectively. The 100% available centroid has hosts mostly 90-100% available. Few hosts were available 100% of the time. Intra-cluster distance from the centroid is on average between 0-28%. We observed three clusters with similar availability levels but opposite correlation patterns (see Figure 5 (c)).
Applying the Cluster Results
In the previous section, we determined how to automatically, scalably, and accurately identify clusters of availability. But the following question remains: how can applications exploit this information to improve performance?
In this section, we provide an answer to this question in the context of volunteer computing, which uses the free resources in Internet environment for running large-scale scientific applications [19, 16] . Currently, most applications are trivially parallel and computeintensive. Researchers are trying to broaden the set of deployable applications to include complex tightlycoupled applications [8] , especially those with task dependencies.
We claim that the identification of resources with correlated availability is critical for the efficient deployment of these types of applications. We focus on one type of application, namely a parallel application that conducts barrier synchronization periodically. We determine in simulation the performance when using the clustering method to conduct resource selection. We then compare the performance with that achieved by state-of-the-art resource selection methods. The first method is to simply to select hosts randomly from the entire pool, which is currently done in BOINC [2] . The second method prioritizes hosts first by host availability (between 90-100%) and then by host speed. This second method is similar to what is done in [11, 14] . The scheduling heuristics do not utilize process migration or replication. So if a host fails after resource selection at the beginning of execution, the application waits until the host becomes available again before proceeding with the computation.
For our trace-driven simulation experiments, we simulate an application that does barrier synchronization. The application consists of parallel tasks, where each task is 1-hour in length on a dedicated 2.2GHz system, and conducts a barrier synchronization every 10 minutes.
Over these experiments, we vary the number of hosts, and use the same number of tasks as hosts for the barrier synch application. For a given number of hosts and heuristic, we ran over 3,300 simulations, choosing a unique starting point in the trace for each simulation. Our metric for performance is the average makespan for a given heuristic relative to the best makespan, out of the three heuristics.
With respect to the clustering method, we conducted trace-driven simulation using the hosts in cluster cl high av of Table 1 . Clearly, barrier sync applications not only need correlated availability but also hosts with similar host speeds. Thus we clustered the hosts in cluster cl high av by clock rates, and used the largest sub-cluster with FPOPS in the range of 1.7×10 9 (∼1.8GHz)and 2.25 × 10 9 (∼2.4GHz). When creating the cluster with k-means, we used data between December 1 and January 31. We used the same 2-month period to determine the availability of hosts for the heuristic that uses prioritization. We ran simulations for the trace data between February 1 and 7, and thus use the clusters as coarse-grain predictions of time effects. Figure 6 shows the performance of each method relative to the best of the three. We see that using the cluster method is always within factor of 2 of the best, and often at least 1 order of magnitude better than the others. We observed similar gains for the other clusters as well.
The performance of the heuristic that prioritizes hosts by their availability decreases rapidly when the number of hosts (and tasks) reaches 300. After careful inspection of the simulation traces, we found that one particular host was delaying the barrier synchronization because it was almost completely unavailable during the simulation period between February 1 and 7, but available during the previous 2-month training period. In the availability trace of this host, we observed relatively long stretches of unavailability, one of which began near the start of the simulation period.
By contrast, the clustering heuristic excluded this host from its resource pool, placing it in a different cluster with longer stretches of unavailability. The availability traces of those resources in cluster cl high av exhibited periods of unavailability that were relatively much shorter in duration (versus in longer stretches). Thus, barrier synchronization would only be delayed for a relatively short period of time when using the clustering heuristic.
Related Work
This study differs from other characterization studies in three main respects, namely scale (hundreds of thousands versus only hundreds of hosts), type of hosts characterized (home desktops versus those in the enterprise), and the type of measurements (CPU availability versus host availability).
With respect to scale, the studies in [15, 1, 17, 4 ] focus only on a few hundred resources. Thus, those studies could not examine the novel issue of detecting significant correlated availability patterns at a largescale. Compared to [17] , our study captures an order of magnitude more traces and is thus less prone to potential bias problems from a relatively small data sample. Other differences between this study and ours are explained below.
With respect to the types of measurements made, Figure 6 . Performance of Barrier Synch Application the studies in [17, 3] fail to capture the temporal structure CPU availability. In particular, the study [17] runs a BOINC application to gather measurements actively. However, as the BOINC client conducts time-sharing of the CPU among multiple projects, the application may not capture all instances of CPU availability. In [3] , the authors do not study the temporal structure of availability.
While there have been a plethora of P2P availability studies [6, 18] , these studies focus on host availability not CPU availability. Clearly, resources can have 100% host availability but 0% CPU availability.
With respect to the types of hosts characterized, the studies in [15, 1, 7] focus on only resources in the enterprise (versus in home environments). As most (81%) of resources in this study were at home, the focus of this study is on residential broadband networks, and our findings are different. For example, the mean availability lengths found in this study are about 5.25 times greater than those in enterprise environments [15] . Also, the mean fraction of time that a host is available is about 1.3 times lower than that observed in enterprise desktop grids [15] . Thus, residential machines are powered-on for less time than those in enterprise environments, but when poweredon, residential machines are less in use. Another is example is that there is considerably more skew in the contribution of volunteers in Internet versus enterprise environments [15] possibly because Internet resources are much more heterogeneous.
Summary
We measured, observed, and characterized a largescale Internet-distributed system. In particular, our contributions were as follows:
• We gathered availability traces from about 110,000
hosts over the Internet, consisting mainly of machines at home. The traces themselves have a broad spectrum of uses for modelling and (tracedriven) simulation. For instance, it would be interesting to evaluate resource management systems designed for large-scale and unreliable environments [11, 9, 13] in the context of this new trace data.
• We gave a general characterization of CPU availability, focusing on time effects. We found that hosts have different availability patterns in different regions of the world. Also, we determined that home machines are powered-on for less time than those in enterprises, but when powered-on, home machines are more idle.
• We determined how to scalably and accurately find correlated time effects using clustering techniques. We use a bit vector representing availability for each the hour of the week, and the Hamming distance as the distance metric.
• By means of this clustering method, we found several novel groups of resources that exhibit similar repeated time effects. These groups are often negatively correlated.
• We then showed how a barrier synchronization application could exploit the clustering results. Performance, shown through simulation experiments, was improved often by an order of magnitude or more relative to state-the-art methods.
In this study, we focused on the discovery of correlated patterns. In other recent work, we focus on the prediction of collective availability [5] .
